Iris Scissors, straight; 4 1/8”; to cut delicate tissue during plastic, hand or minor vascular surgery

Iris scissors, gently curved; 4 1/8”; to cut delicate tissue during plastic, hand or minor vascular surgery

Lister bandage scissors; cut bandages & dressings

Mayo dissecting scissors, 5.5”, curved; to cut thick or tough tissue

Mayo dissecting scissors, straight; 5.5”; to cut thick or tough tissue
Brown-adson forceps; 7x7 teeth; to grasp superficial & delicate tissue

Kelly forceps, curved; to clamp bleeding vessels

Kelly forceps, straight; to clamp bleeding vessels

Potts-smith dressing forceps; to grasp delicate tissue during surgery or to pick up dressings

Fox dermal curette; to scape dermis
Halstead mosquito forceps; straight or curved; to secure individual bleeding vessels during hemostasis

Kelly retractor; to maintain wound exposure

Allis clamp; to hold tissue or organs

Heaney biopsy curette; to scrape endometrial lining of uterus
Adson tissue forceps; 1X2 teeth; to grasp superficial tissue

Kocher forceps 1X2 teeth; straight or curved; to secure hemostasis or to grasp tissue

Backhaus towel clamp; to attach & secure drape material or grasp tissue to apply traction; also to pick up towels

Volkmann retractor; to retract superficial tissue

Baumgartner needle holder; to apply sutures in superficial tissues
Brown needle holder; to apply sutures in a superficial tissue

scalpel/knife holder

Pennington forceps; to grasp tissue & organs in general surgery, especially rectal procedures

Dressing forceps (full & gentle curve; straight also available) – serrated; to pick up or grasp tissue or items in the surgical wound, to pick up dressings
Littauer Junior stitch scissors; for suture removal

Richardson retractor; to maintain wound exposure

Forester sponge forceps: to hold a sponge for pre-op skin prep or intraoperative hemostatic exposure

Tenaculum: gynecological instrument with long blades & hook like tips